Term Definition
Representing Subsurface
Knowledge Using RESQML
Background: Subsurface Workflows & RESQML

WORKFLOW ISSUES
• The exploration and production (E&P) subsurface workflow is lengthy, iterative, and complex. It involves many people from different disciplines, sometimes different companies, and use of many different software packages for complex analysis, interpretation, modeling, and simulation.
• This multi-discipline, multi-company, multisoftware environment is iterative and requires users to move data back and forth between different software packages. Many of these packages use different data formats-often proprietary and incompatible.
• This inherently complex process and inability to easily exchange data means E&P companies and their people face challenges that include: knowledge loss, rigid workflows, difficulty characterizing and sharing uncertainty, data loss, and productivity loss.
RESQML: Subsurface Knowledge Hierarchy and Examples
FEATURE+INTERPRETATION+REPRESENTATION KNOWLEDGE HIERARCHY INFRASTRUCTURE: XML/HDF5, Data Objects, UUID's, and the Energistics Packaging Conventions
• The RESQML data model consists of 87 distinct XML top level data objects describing subsurface reservoir and well objects • Each RESQML XML object instance is assigned a unique identifier (UUID) which allows object identity to be retained across multiple data transfers, and allows the use of the UUID as a light weight reference • RESQML uses the HDF5 data format to store large volumes of array data external to XML • Energistics provides an OPC-based packaging convention (think zip) that can be used to combine many references and objects into a single package for data transfer which includes references to external data locations (HDF5, WITSML/PRODML, SEGY, …) 
RESQML
• Delivers a "knowledge hierarchy" to organize data and transform it into knowledge • Increases workflow flexibility with partial model transfers that allow you to update/transfer only data that has changed • Supports traceability, with universally unique identifiers for each top-level data-object and key metadata for data sources, updates, dates of change, etc.
• Supports uncertainty management through increased ability to distinguish between scenarios and realizations and reliably update models • Defines a rich set of subsurface data-objects and enables transfer of detailed models and a variety of model types • Public release of Sept 15, 2014 includes business overview, use cases, and technical documentation on design and usage 
REPRESENTATIONS PROVIDE THE TOPOLOGICAL SUPPORT FOR GEOMETRY, PROPERTIES and SUB-REPRESENTATIONS EXAMPLE: Earth Model
